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It seems that the air has undergone tremendous changes overnight, and just breathing is
disturbing!

The cold wind howled, it didn’t stop all night, as if it had blown away this ancient city, and the
protective color of thousands of years had exposed the most primitive existence.

at the same time.

Within the disappeared Golden Gate.

All are dark.

Greedy wolves stood there, underneath, there were densely packed figures, and the scalp
was numb!

He didn’t speak, just stood there, and his body naturally exuded a kind of majesty!

“Welcome to the return of the Devil!”

everyone shouted in unison.

The sound is like a huge thunder, reverberating continuously in the sky, one after another,
without stopping.

Greedy Wolf’s eyes were dark, but there was still a sharp light.

“You,”

he opened his mouth and sneered, “Really welcome me back?” As far as his eyes were,
there were several hall masters. In this cave, besides his demon king, there are ten The lord
of the eight halls, in the past, they were the only one who respected themselves and
surrendered to themselves, but after a few hundred years, I am afraid they all thought they
were dead, right?

Greedy Wolf now has a part of his memory, which does not belong to him, but it belongs to
him.

He now has an additional identity, the demon king of this cave!
“If you are a real Demon King, then we naturally welcome you back.”
The one standing below looked at Greedy Wolf and opened his mouth. He obviously didn’t
believe that Greedy Wolf is the Demon Lord of the Crypt, the former leader of them.

The appearance, the difference, the breath, and the even more completely different, apart
from knowing the way the crypt was opened, this simply couldn’t prove the true identity of
Greed Wolf.

They don’t want to admit it either.



Over the past few hundred years, the eighteen halls have been the masters of their own,
even if there is no demon king ruled, it will not affect much. When used to the first person,
who wants to condescend to others?

What’s more, the person in front of you may not be the devil!

Even the Demon King…Hundreds of years ago, didn’t he die out at the same time as
Tiangong? Even if he didn’t die, his strength would have been out of ten. Why would he
make them succumb again?
How could Greedy Wolf not know their thoughts?
He has this keen insight into human nature, which is too clear.
Wolf stared at the man spoke, a finger pointed at him: “Do not you believe me?”
“Or know the king, you do not take me?”
“Different?”
Thirteenth temple Dianzhu off Italy, see He glanced at Greedy Wolf and said lightly.
“Shoo!”
Almost instantly, Greed Wolf came to Guan Yi, and the wind screamed, and Guan Yi’s hair
was flying.
Snapped!
Guan Yi saw Greedy Wolf’s move and wanted to resist, but unexpectedly, she couldn’t stop it
at all? Er Wuxi Wu Ran Shan Fuyi? The greedy wolf’s slap still slapped his face fiercely!
Great momentum!
Guan Yi flew out directly, and rolled around in front of the soldiers before stopping.
”
You– ” Guan Yi was furious, even more humiliated.
In front of so many people, he was beaten in the face?
“I’ll give you a chance,”
Greed Wolf said, “surrender to me, or die!”
Those eyes were gloomy, exactly the same as the devil back then!
This level of terrifying strength also suppressed everyone’s breath, and this slap shot the
devil’s majesty and majesty!

Greedy Wolf stood there, condescendingly watching Guan Yi, waiting for him to make a
decision.

The other hall masters just watched, no one said anything.

Even if they are also dissatisfied with Greed Wolf in their hearts, but at this moment, if
anyone speaks out, I am afraid it is just a reason for Greed Wolf to find a hand.
They already knew that the greedy wolf in front of them was the original demon king!
Hundreds of years later, the devil has really returned!
Guan Yi’s face flushed. He had just been the thirteenth palace lord. He did not expect that
there would be such a humiliating day. In front of so many people, he was slapped severely
by the greedy wolf, which made him angry!
But looking at the eyes of Greed Wolf, deep in his heart, he couldn’t help but produce a kind
of fear. It was a fear from the soul and was not controlled at all.
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Guan Yi’s body trembled, even though he was the lord of the thirteenth hall!
He has an amazing strength, but in front of the greedy wolf, in front of the demon king, he is
nothing at all.
“I surrender.”
He knelt down after all and bowed his head.
He knew very well that if he dared to say one more disrespectful word, Greed Wolf would kill
himself without hesitation, and then change to another palace owner.
Once the demon king, this is not the first time he has done this kind of thing!
“You are still smart.”
Greedy Wolf said lightly.
Soon, he will not see off Italy, did not looked down on him, looked up and glanced around,
swept in the other seventeen Dianzhu face, “But there are people satisfied?” “Long live the
devil!”
The crowd together Shouted, the soldiers behind him sounded louder, ear-shattering!

“Long live the devil!” The sound is like a huge thunder!
Greedy Wolf nodded in satisfaction, and then strode towards the Great Hall of the
Catacombs.

Golden light was shining everywhere, and the hall in the depths of the cave was clearly far
away, but Greedy Wolf only took two steps, and he was directly in front of the hall. The
strange footwork made the hall masters horrified.
The devil is still that devil, even more ferocious and cruel than the devil at the time.

How could it not be terrible to accumulate hostility and ferocity for hundreds of years?

Greedy Wolf went straight to the highest position and sat down on the black stone chair
carved with skeletons.

Below, the lord of the eighteen halls, kneeling down together, shouted respectfully: “See
Demon King!” The momentum is magnificent!
The voice echoed throughout the hall.
Greedy Wolf half-closed his eyes and said lightly: “Get up.”
“In the first battle, the heavenly palace was destroyed, and I almost fell with it. Do you think
that this cave is yours?”
The main hall masters standing below did not dare to speak.
“Quartet melee, turf and resources, great courage you ah,”
Wolf bluntly, “will be my cave, made so confusing, really when I die is not it!”
“Thump!”
Eighteen temple Lord, knelt down together.
“I can’t wait!”
Everyone was terrified, the power of the demon king was too terrifying.
“You better not dare.”
Greedy wolf snorted, “This time, I don’t need to care about you, the next time I will kill you all
one by one!”
His tone was the same as before. It’s exactly the same, fierce and cruel!



The eighteen hall masters were even more sure that the person in front of him was the
original Demon King, even more cruel than the original Demon King.
They didn’t dare to speak, so they could only kneel there and lower their heads. The
self-confidence and vanity that they had built over the past few hundred years, still in that
kind of lofty posture, instantly fell apart in front of the greedy wolf!
“The temple is destroyed, but there are still inheritances,”
Greed Wolf said, “I want you to find these inheritances and completely destroy them. This is
your current task, understand?”
“Yes!” the eighteen hall masters shouted.
The Heavenly Palace hasn’t been completely destroyed yet?
Back then, the crypts used all of their power? Even more than half of the hall masters,
including the demon king, were destroyed. If it weren’t for the dead hall masters, many of
them, where would they have the opportunity to go further?
Greedy Wolf asked them to retreat to correct the team. The originally chaotic, sand-like crypt
was integrated by him in a short time.
In front of the devil, no one dared to make times!
Even these palace masters, as long as they are greedy for wolves, they will undoubtedly die!
In the crypt, the demon king’s position is supreme, and he is full of dominance. No one can
compete, and no one can provoke. Otherwise, it will only be a dead end.
Greedy wolf sat there, looking at the empty hall at the moment, his eyes were long, passing
through the hall, as if he had seen Jiangning in the East China Sea!
“You didn’t die before,”
he said lightly, “but now you are no longer my opponent.”
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Today, he no longer needs to put Jiang Ning in his eyes.

Even if Jiang Ning is not dead, he will not be his opponent, even if the old naughty boy is still
alive, and those who have awakened are there, they will not be able to stop him if they join
hands.

Greedy Wolf got up and walked to the entrance of the hall, with his hands behind him.
“It’s time.”
His figure flashed, like a cloud of smoke, disappearing.
In the depths of this cave, there is a sea of   swords and flames, and the terrifying
environment makes people feel frightened when they look at it.
This place in my memory is the most important place in the crypt.
Greedy wolf walked straight to the sea of   fire and watched the magma tumbling below, the
bubbles rising from below, and it broke with a snap!
If someone falls into it, it will definitely be dissolved in an instant, completely disappearing
from this world.

Greedy wolf stood there and watched for a full minute before raising his hand, and
immediately stomped one foot.

Rumble!

The ground was trembling, and the lava that was already tumbling boiled fiercely, soaring
into the sky until it was one foot high!

The overwhelming heat envelops the greedy wolf, as if to melt him!

”

Get up!” Greedy wolf reprimanded softly, the magma rolled, whirled frantically, and swept
around, but the most central position, the magma gradually decreased, and lower and lower.

Soon, the most central position was exposed, a hard rock, still exuding hot heat at this
moment.

A little bit at the feet of Greed Wolf, the whole person jumped over, light as a swallow, and
landed on the open space, with a layer of airflow wrapped in the sole of the shoe, making a
hissing sound.

He looked at the ground under his feet, his eyes were clear, and his divine light flickered!

“open!”

Greedy Wolf gave a low cry, and the ground began to tremble, and a gap opened under his
feet.

A black box rose into the air and fell in front of him.



He reached out to catch it, and opened the box. A black bead inside was exactly the same
as the one that almost robbed him before, revealing a sharp aura.

“This thing is more useful than the water in the longevity pond.”

Greedy Wolf said lightly.

He took a look, then closed the box, stuffed it into his arms, and turned to leave. The lava
behind him fell again and rolled, making a roaring sound.

Greedy Wolf went to a secret place, it was a place he always guarded, no one had ever
known, except him, no one knew this place.

In the gloomy mountains, the stone cave is halfway up the cliff.

Greedy Wolf walked up to the top of the mountain, jumped directly from the top of the
mountain, tapped on several stone walls in succession, and then jumped onto a platform. As
an ordinary person, he could not find it at all.

Even if you can find it, thinking of this, I’m afraid? Er’er is a lifelong life, if you are not careful,
you will fall into the abyss, and you will be crushed!

He walked towards the cave, the dim cave, exuding a faint fragrance.

There are small purple flowers planted on both sides. At this moment, it is in full bloom. A
little sunshine and a little rain are enough for them to grow and bloom.

“I’m back.”

Greedy Wolf said.

Inside, no one responded to him.

He walked straight in. In the deepest part of the cave, the crystals inlaid on the stone wall
exude a soft light, so that the entire cave is not completely dark.

In the most central position is a stone platform, also carved out of transparent stone.

There were purple flowers all around, and there was a person lying there.

Similarly, in the purple dress and purple hairpin, you can see the Qianqian jade fingers,
placed on both sides of the body, the exquisite figure, even if you lie there, you can see it all.

“I miss you.”

Greedy wolf’s gaze was rare and soft. He walked to the stone platform and looked at the
sleeping woman lying there.

Even if he didn’t get any response, he was still gentle.
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That face, lingering in dreams, was constantly floating in the wolf’s mind day and night. He
waited for this day, not knowing how many years he had waited.

People in the world say that the wolf is greedy, and that he is ferocious and cruel, and the
wolf never explains, that is indeed the truest him.

But even such a person still has the only tenderness to a person.
The woman lying there is very beautiful, indescribably beautiful, her existence seems to
have made the world’s pink and daisy lose its color.

If the old naughty boy was here, he would recognize that this woman was the most beautiful
woman in the martial arts of their time, but she didn’t expect to be here.

Greedy wolf gently took the woman’s hand and sat on the stone platform.

“You will wake up soon. I said I will wake you up, so you will definitely be.”
Greedy wolf took out the box in his arms and took out the black bead.

He gently opened the woman’s mouth and put the black beads in.

The bead seemed to be alive. As soon as it entered the woman’s mouth, it began to melt,
penetrate into the throat, and continue to penetrate into the body.

A trace of black light radiated from the woman’s body, revealing a powerful breath of life!

Greedy Wolf stood there watching, afraid of any accidents, and didn’t dare to be careless. In
his life, only this woman was the most precious. Other than that, no one could make him
care so much.

“Hiss——” The black light grew more and more, directly wrapping the woman, magical and
mysterious.

Greedy wolf waited quietly, he knew there was such a process.

After a while, the black light gradually converged into the woman’s body, and everything was
calm again.

Greedy Wolf was a little anxious, a little expectant, looked at the woman’s eyes, and wanted
to be the first man she saw when she opened her eyes.

“Ok……”

Sure enough, the woman slowly opened her eyes, confused eyes, looking at the soft light
from the crystal stone above her head, not knowing where she was.

But the familiar floral fragrance is what she likes, and the purples around her are also what
she likes. It seems that someone has specially created such a place, which is entirely for her
preference.



“It’s you.”

She sat up and saw the Greedy Wolf standing aside, with a soft tone but complicated eyes,
“I’m not dead?”

Greedy Wolf shook her head.

“I won’t let you die.”

“But, he’s dead.” The woman smiled, “greed wolf, why bother? You shouldn’t save me.”

“I said, I won’t let you die. He died… that deserves it!” In the eyes of the wolf, there was a
trace of hideousness, and even more jealousy and unwillingness, but only a flash, he did not
want to behave like a loser in front of a woman.

“Yumeng, I have been waiting for you for many years.”

Greedy wolf sighed and laughed at himself , “Could it be that you still don’t want to give me a
chance?”

The woman named Yumeng walked down from the stone platform. She was still a little weak
and could not stand firmly, Greed Wolf immediately stepped forward to support her, his face
was full of worry.

“You haven’t fully recovered yet. It will take some time to recuperate.” To keep her alive to
this day, Greedy Wolf has spent a lot of thought. He is not just looking for the longevity pool
for himself.

“You really shouldn’t save me.”

Yu Meng shook his head and pushed away from Greed Wolf’s hand, “He is dead, I should
die with him, I don’t deserve to live.”

“Why do you just can’t let him go? He? What’s so good? I’m greedy of the wolf, there is no
place that can’t compare to him!”

Yi Pafu Lu Lingdi Lingxi? The greedy wolf took a deep breath, trying to suppress his own
anger.

He is not reconciled.

Hundreds of years!

Hundreds of years!

He persisted for so long, trying so hard to rescue her, but she doesn’t appreciate it so much?

“You are fine, but you are not him.”

Yumeng is still soft, it seems that she is born with no temper, no matter what she says, she
always whispers softly, “I say this, do you want to kill me again? “
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Greedy wolf explained hurriedly: “No, how could it be possible!”

He knew that he had made a mistake last time, and he did not expect Yumeng to remember
it for so long.

“I’m sorry.”

He said seriously, “I know I did something wrong, it’s because I love you, I can’t accept it,
you become someone else’s woman, I…”

Yumeng shook his head: “I have always been his woman.”

Greedy Wolf took a deep breath, suppressing his anger.

He doesn’t want to hear such words, he gets angry when he hears it, and can’t help but want
to kill!

But in front of him, this woman is his favorite, even if she did something wrong, he can
forgive, no matter what.

“Looking at the wolf.” Yumeng still shook his head, “Don’t be stubborn anymore, okay, what I
love? Pa Ai Ling Erxi love to cover? It is him, always always, no matter how you change, you
can’t replace him The position in my heart.”

“Even though , he is dead.”

“Why? Why!”

Greedy Wolf insisted, “Where am I inferior to him? My strength is not worse than him, he is
dead in my hands! ”

He was a little excited. After a hundred years, did he still lose?”

Even if that guy is dead, Yumeng still can’t forget him, so why!

Yumeng did not speak, but looked at the greedy wolf’s eyes, with some sympathy and pity,
and when he saw the greedy wolf, his heart sank suddenly.

He was tough for a lifetime, until today, he has become even stronger, but unexpectedly, he
couldn’t win the heart of this woman.

Thinking of this, Greed Wolf was not angry, but calmed down.

“I won’t give up.”

He looked at Yumeng and said, “Stay with me. At least, if you survive, I still have hope.”



Yumeng still did not speak.

She would rather die by herself without knowing anything, she couldn’t bear to look at the
greedy wolf like this.

Why bother.

“At least, give me a chance,”

Greed Wolf said, “can you understand my opportunities better, okay?”

“One year, only one year, if I can’t change, then I will let you leave and never bother you
anymore. You.”

Yumeng nodded.

Greedy wolf did not have a trace of disrespect, did not feel that his strength was stronger,
and did not put Yumeng in his eyes. His respect, from beginning to end, dare not blaspheme!

He knew that Yumeng didn’t like to be close to her. He always kept a distance, didn’t touch
her, didn’t affect her mood, and gave her full freedom.

Except for not loving himself, Greed Wolf has no slightest dissatisfaction with Yumeng.

Greedy Wolf brought Yumeng back to the crypt, and added another place beside his throne,
which was enough to show his importance to Yumeng.

The masters of the Eighteen Palaces must treat Yumeng respectfully.

“I have seen Miss Yumeng!”

everyone shouted in unison.

Yumeng sat there and turned to look at Greedy Wolf.

“They respect you as much as they respect me.”

Greedy Wolf said.

“From today, see her as if you see me!”

He shouted loudly, and the main hall master shouted in unison: “Yes!” The momentum is
magnificent!

The whole hall is reverberating.

Yumeng didn’t expect that Greed Wolf had become so powerful now, how much stronger
than before, especially, she never knew this place.

She didn’t know what to do to respond, but when she didn’t speak, those people kept
kneeling, and she had no choice but to nod.



“Get up.”

“Thank you, Miss Yumeng !” said the host of the Eighteenth Hall in unison.

Yumeng knew that this was the first thing Greedy Wolf wanted to do for herself.

But she didn’t know what Greedy Wolf was going to do next, where was this cavern, what
identities these people were, everything seemed to be a mystery.

at the same time.

East China Sea.

Jiang Ning walked out of the study. For several days, he stayed in the study, sorting out the
extra memory in his head.

The crypt, the heavenly palace, and the wolf greedy, these three words constantly echoed in
his mind.
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“Those legends are no longer legends, and those people no longer exist only in the story.”

When all this becomes a reality, it is actually very scary.

Jiang Ning went directly to the Research Institute of Lu Ran Er Xi Yi Lu Pa Pa, and asked
Professor Lu Jing.

This crazy old man, in order to dig out more information, is like a madman, trying to find out
all the secrets under the iceberg.

Jiang Ning walked into Lu Jing’s office, and the doorway was blocked by a mountain of
books.

He stepped forward and finally walked in, but he didn’t see Lu Jing.

“Professor Lu?”

Jiang Ning shouted.

Wow, a hill of books collapsed, and a person emerged from the middle. If he didn’t recognize
that face, Jiang Ning would have thought, is this a savage?

Lu Jing looked for his own glasses, and then said, “Jiangning, you are back.”

“Lao Huang said that you have been back for a long time and have not had time to come.”

“Well, there is something to think about.”

Jiang Ning “Do you have any new discoveries on your side?”

Lu Jing crawled out of the pile of books, wiped his face, and shook his head: “There is no
great progress. I need to confirm something. Old Huangyou told me, this You found a lot of
things this time.”

Jiang Ning came here today, probably just to tell himself this.

“Go to my office.”

Seeing Jiang Ning nodded, Professor Lu Jing nodded excitedly.

Two people came to Lu Jing’s office. Lu Jing’s office didn’t even have a water cup or tea set.
There were books and notes everywhere, messy.

He peeled away the material on the sofa: “Sit down.”

Jiang Ning didn’t mind, he knew that Lu Jing had always been such a dedicated person.

“This time, I did have a great discovery,”



Jiang Ning said. “Those legends actually exist.”

“What legend?”

“Tiangong, the crypt!”

The two words that Jiang Ning said made Lu Jing The professor’s face suddenly changed.
He pushed his glasses and stared at Jiang Ning’s face: “Really exists?”

Asking this question means that Lu Jing already knows something.

Jiang Ning nodded and told Lu Jing what he had found in the Tiangong, including the
Nantian Gate, the style and appearance of those buildings, and some unique carving
patterns.

Lu Jing got more excited as he listened. He couldn’t even drink water, and his scalp was a
little numb!

“Tiangong! Tiangong! That’s really a Tiangong!”

“I didn’t expect that this place really exists. Then, our ancient legends are not legends at all,
but real things?”

How could Lu Jing not be excited, just Like an archaeologist, he found a tomb and found
something in that tomb, something that could change history and even the direction of
civilization.

What does that mean?

I’m afraid it will shake the world!

Of course, Lu Jing would not disclose it. He knew very well that if such a thing was leaked,
there would be consequences that ordinary people would not understand and could not
believe it.

“It does exist.”

Jiang Ning said, “There are still many weird things that are completely beyond ordinary
people’s understanding and cognition. They can’t be explained by science.”

The end of science is theology. For thousands of years, it’s just that no one really takes this
seriously. After all, the limits of ordinary people can’t reach the end of science. How many
people can experience this kind of mood.

Lu Jing sighed: “Human beings are really very small. The more I know, the more I feel.”

“What I am more worried about now is whether these findings are good or bad.”

He looked at Jiang Ning, “We think Explore more, but in many cases, those things may not
want to be known by us. Once exposed, maybe it is not a good thing but a disaster.”



This is also the reason why he has been very cautious.

“I think your guess may be correct .” Jiang Ning said suddenly.
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Lu Jing took a deep breath and looked at Jiang Ning seriously, not knowing whether this was
a good thing or a bad thing.

If Jiang Ning had this kind of speculation, then I am afraid it would not be a good thing.

This is always the case. The more you know, the more dangerous and disturbing.
“If that’s the case, what can we do?”
He sighed.
He is just a scholar, and he can’t help Jiang Ning other than studying this.
This is a major event, and it may even be a major event that affects all mankind. What is
even more uncomfortable is that this kind of event cannot even be made public, lest it cause
panic.

In other words, these can only be sustained by Jiang Ning alone.

He is a hero, Lu Jing thought to himself.

If there are heroes in this world, it must be Jiang Ning. He doesn’t know how much this
young man has endured over the years, but he knows that from this moment on, Jiang Ning
has to endure too much.

“I’m afraid, I can’t do anything.”

Jiang Ning thought for a moment.

He wasn’t joking, they really couldn’t do anything at the moment.

The Tiangong has been destroyed. Although the longevity pool is still there and there are
signs of recovery, it is undoubtedly difficult to restore the Tiangong.

Moreover, Greed Wolf is still alive.

This is something that surprised Jiang Ning. Obviously, he has lost his traces and breath of
life, but he is still alive, and it is certain that he has received extraordinary opportunities, just
like himself.

Jiang Ning is not worried about being someone else, but Jiang Ning knows what kind of
person a wolf greedy is.

His ambition, his ferocity and dominance are beyond ordinary people’s imagination.

When such a person gains supreme power, what will he want to do?

Jiang Ning could not predict.

“How crazy this world is, I can’t imagine it now.”

Lu Jing smiled bitterly and glanced at the information in front of him. He worked so hard to
sort it out. This kind of thing can be said to be invaluable or ok. It’s not worth mentioning.



“No matter how crazy you are, there is always a degree.”

Jiang Ning said, “Don’t worry too much.”

He fiddled with the paper cup with his fingers.

“I will solve it.”

Jiang Ning said.

These can only be solved by him.

The most important thing at the moment is to know where the greedy wolf has gone. It is a
no? Zero Wuran and Ershanshan? A time bomb, when it will explode, no one can tell.

Jiang Ning got up.

“Are you busy, please let me know if you have any news.”

After that, Jiang Ning left, and Lu Jing sat there alone. He didn’t speak for a long time and
didn’t know what he was thinking.

Suddenly knowing so many things that made his guessing become true, this is also
somewhat difficult to accept, and I am afraid that even ordinary people can’t accept it.

Jiang Ning walked out, and Brother Dog outside the door was waiting there.

Seeing Jiang Ning came out, he opened the door.

“How is your practice recently?”

Jiang Ning asked.

“It has been consolidated, with the guidance of the master, it is a boast of the bottleneck, but
we still want to become stronger.”

Gou said while driving.

Their talents are limited. This is something that everyone recognizes, but no one gives up to
become stronger because of this. People are determined to conquer the sky. They keep
telling themselves this way.

Along the way, no one has been optimistic about them. Except for Jiangning who believed in
them and gave them the opportunity, who else would believe that some ordinary people can
get to where they are today?

“There are opportunities, but there are also risks.”

Jiang Ning said, “The right to choose is in your own hands.”



“In the future, what we have to face may be an extremely fierce battle. There will be
sacrifices, even me.”

He said He was very calm, “I know you will not be afraid, but you still have to be
psychologically prepared.”

Jiang Ning is also not afraid. He is the king on the battlefield, and he has no regard for life
and death. Now that he has undergone a transformation, it is clear I know how many
responsibilities I have.
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He has to protect everyone.

“Yes, we know,”

Gou nodded and glanced at Jiang Ning in the rearview mirror. “Death? This is not something
we are afraid of.”

“What we are afraid of is that we can’t fight with you.”

Jiang Ning smiled. When I got up, Brother Gou also laughed.
When he returned home, Jiang Ning went to meet his daughter. The old naughty boy sat
aside and drank tea leisurely. He could see that Jiang Ning was on his mind, and he knew
that the greedy wolf did not die. This was the world’s biggest crisis.
“Go and play.”
Jiang Ning smiled, Jiang Yao immediately took the kite and ran, happily.
He walked over to Ranzhe Lingshidi Ai Er Ai and sat down on the stone table.
“Have you made a decision?”
“Yeah.”
Jiang Ning nodded, “The Tiangong needs to be rebuilt.”
The memory in his mind made Jiang Ning aware of the necessity of the existence of the
Tiangong. The caves had to destroy the Tiangong at all costs. For some purposes.

Now that Greed Wolf enters the main crypt, I am afraid that he will go further, his ambition
has never been small!
“How to rebuild?” The old naughty boy said, “The Heavenly Palace is gone, and no one is
left. If Greedy Wolf leads the crypt to regroup, no one will be their opponent.”

Even he, now knows very well, himself. Not the opponent of Greed Wolf.
Greedy Wolf, who has gained more inheritance, has reached another level. Besides Jiang
Ning, who else is there?
“No, there are us.”
Jiang Ning said.
The water in the longevity pond has not dried up, this is hope, this is opportunity!
“As long as the water in the longevity pool is not dry, there is a chance.”
Jiang Ning said.
He can’t think about so much now, so he can only take one step at a time, but he also
understands that if the catacombs strike, it will definitely not be a good thing for the whole
world.
Moreover, Jiang Ning has already made a decision. This time, instead of waiting for the crypt
to be rearranged by the greedy wolf and attacked and killed again, he wants to take the
initiative!
“We need to evolve, everyone.”
Jiang Ning said, “Only in this way can we suppress the crypt and suppress the greedy wolf.”
If necessary, he will kill the greedy wolf, even if he wants to die with him!
Jiang Ning had this kind of psychological preparation.



The old naughty boy heard this, and a flash of shock flashed in his eyes. He didn’t expect
the matter to be so serious that he wanted to ask, but knowing that he asked, Jiang Ning
might not be able to say it.
This kid is always like that, confessing everything silently.
“What’s useful to me, just talk, my life is yours.”
He said.
This is what he can say.
“You can help me protect Yaoyao and my family.”
Jiang Ning poured himself a cup of tea.
This time the battle was his, he took the dog and them, the group of them!
The old naughty boy wants to sit in the East China Sea and protect the people who want the
Lin family as much as possible. That is their last line of defense. Jiang Ning knows that if
they fail, the consequences are hard to say.
“Well, I promise you.” The old naughty boy nodded.
Jiang Ning didn’t say much. After drinking tea, he continued to play with Jiang Yao. He
wanted to cherish every minute and every second. No one knew what would happen next.
The old naughty boy sat there and sighed. He didn’t expect things to become like this.
“I knew this before, and I did everything to kill Greed Wolf.”
The fear of Greed Wolf lies in human nature. At the beginning of his strength, the old
naughty boy didn’t pay attention to it. How could he think that it would become what it is
now? .
An enlarged humanity and a super powerful strength make everything uncontrollable.
Especially, what is that crypt, what is the purpose of the people in it?
When this time bomb will detonate, no one knows how to resist it?
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What about Greed Wolf is not something they can consider.

They can only watch the changes and make some preparations in advance.

Jiang Ning didn’t say much to the old naughty boy. There were some things that he still didn’t
understand. He waited until the memory was digested.
Soon, he set off with Brother Dog and others.
The longevity pool in Tiangong has recovered, then Jiang Ning will not miss such an
opportunity, whether it is himself or Brother Gou.
Jiang Ning had already seen what effect the water in the longevity pond had.

Even the old urchin, who is described as haggard, can rebuild vitality. The dog? Loves and
waits? After the baptism, they may be able to get a further opportunity for transformation.
No matter what it will be, they don’t want to miss it.
The old naughty boy still stayed in the East China Sea to protect the people of the Lin family,
but Jiangning and the others went to Zhongnan Mountain and took Fang Qiu and others on
the road to Heavenly Palace.
Jiang Ning today is different from the past.
Entering the passage again, everything went smoothly. Even, to his surprise, the living dead
were no longer close. It seemed that the aura on his body was enough to repel them.
“What kind of place was this kind of place before?”

Brother Gou was a little bit unexpected. He looked around and found that they had reached
the mountain and stone formations. The desolate atmosphere made people feel a little
depressed.
At a glance, they are all stones, all kinds of stones.
“It should be like this?”
Fang Qiu looked at it and couldn’t help but said, “There are stones everywhere. If you
accidentally get lost, will you become a stone?”
Hearing this unintentional sentence, Jiang Ning turned his head to look. Looking at Fang
Qiu, he was slightly surprised.
He had never thought about this before, and at this moment, listening to Fang Qiu’s random
words, he seemed to react instantly.
When he came with Greed Wolf last time, the stones were all directed towards him, as if
there was life. He used the formation pattern to analyze it, but he couldn’t see anything, just
felt that the stones were alive.
He never thought, what if these stones really become living people?
“What’s the matter, Master? I just said it casually.”
Fang Qiu said.
“Maybe, what you said is true.”
Jiang Ning smiled.
“Let’s go, don’t stay here, lest there will be extra branches.”
He took the lead and walked forward. Everything went smoothly. Nothing unexpected
happened. It seems that since he sat on the dragon chair, he has been with this heavenly
palace. A wonderful connection.
Jiang Ning couldn’t say it, and couldn’t describe what it was like.



They walked all the way, directly to the dilapidated Nantian Gate.
Looking at those magnificent buildings, even if they have collapsed to the ground now, they
still give people a thick and majestic aura!
Brother Gou and others were stunned, short of breath, standing there felt that there was a
slight pressure, making them a little breathless.
“Nan Tianmen…”
Fang Qiu took a deep breath, his face paled, “Is there really such a place?”
Even after listening to Jiang Ning’s words, you can hear other people say and see with your
own eyes, it is completely two feelings. !
A group of people were dumbfounded and didn’t know what to say. They had an impulse to
worship. It seemed that this place was the heaven of the real martial artist!
It is the place where they should come the most, and the most sacred place!
“It’s a pity that this place has been ruined.”
Jiang Ning sighed.
I don’t know how to say it. When he said this, he felt a sense of loss and sadness in his
heart.
It seems that what is destroyed is his own home!
His heart is so strong that he has never been affected by his emotions, but when he walked
to the ground of this heavenly palace, Jiang Ning had mood swings more than once.
“Brother, can we rebuild?”
Brother Dog looked at Jiang Ning, “If Brother wants to rebuild, then we can definitely do it!”
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“We are willing to give everything and rebuild this place!”

He was a little excited, and he didn’t know why he said these words. It seems that Jiang
Ning was infected, and he was also infected by this emotion. You can’t help but want to
rebuild here.

Seeing the white mist and feeling the different atmosphere, a group of people seemed a little
depressed.

This is a ruin, but it can be seen that the former place was prosperous as a dream, and all
the traces were telling them that this place was once a heavenly palace, a place that is
impossible to see.

“Why do the people of the catacombs want to destroy the Heavenly Palace?”

Fang Qiu didn’t understand, “What are they doing this for?”

Jiang Ning did not answer.

He doesn’t know either.

If he knows the reason, he can prepare early.

But now, he doesn’t know anything. The memory in his mind is just a fragment. Many things
are not clear at all, and everything is still at a loss.

Jiang Ning walked ahead, and the others followed behind, looking at the ruined walls,
sighing.

“Here is thirty-three stairs. You can walk up to the place where the longevity pond is.”

Jiang Ning said, “but I have to remind you that these stone steps are not simple. The gravity
of each layer is different, and it will become It’s getting more and more terrifying. Only when I
adapt and can bear it, can I proceed to the next step, understand?”

He repeatedly exhorted: “Don’t force it!”

“Yes!”

Jiang Ning stood by. Let Fang Qiu go up and ensure their safety.

With Jiang Ning’s reminder, everyone was fully prepared. Brother Gou was the first to go up.
He stepped up, his face changed, and he looked at Jiang Ning in surprise.

That expression made Fang Qiu and the others hesitate.

“What’s wrong? Can’t bear it?”

Fang Qiu asked.



“No.”

Looking at Brother Gou’s expression, it didn’t seem to be too difficult, on the contrary, it
seemed very relaxed.

Brother Gou walked a few steps back and forth, and even jumped twice, Jiang Ning couldn’t
help being surprised.

no change?

“Gravity hasn’t changed.”

Gou said, “It’s the same as the next stone step.”

Of course , he would not doubt what Jiang Ning said, thinking that Jiang Ning was lying to
them, but indeed, there was no change in gravity. Different.

“I’ll try.”

Fang Qiu took a deep breath, and went up as soon as he was ready, again without any
response.

“What’s going on?”

He exclaimed, “Master, there is indeed no change, is it broken here?”

Jiang Ning said nothing.

He stepped up, and suddenly, terrible gravity was acting on him!

Of course, with Jiang Ning’s current strength, he would not care about these, but it also
shows that the stone steps are not bad, but these gravity changes are also selectively acting
on different people.

“Try it all,”

Jiang Ning said.

The others followed, but there was still no response.

Here, there seems to be a reaction to Jiang Ning, which is very strange.

“No, it’s only Master, you have a role, right?”

Fang Qiu couldn’t help asking.

Some of them even continued to walk up a few stone steps, but they did not respond. Every
step Jiang Ning took, the reaction became more intense.

These stone steps are really only effective for Jiangning.



Brother Gou looked at Jiang Ning and didn’t know what was going on. This thing was only
aimed at Jiang Ning, which was a bit too much.

“Go up first.”

Jiang Ning didn’t know what was going on.

He walked up with a group of people, Brother Dog and them easily, and they could even run
and jump without being affected at all. Although he was also unaffected, the changes in
gravity were real.

There is no difference from when I came last time.

“Is this prepared for me?”

Jiang Ning couldn’t help asking.


